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Counting Stick Activities: 5th & 6th classes 

 

 

 
 
A counting stick is a metre long stick that is divided into ten equal sections. It can be used as an invaluable 
tool for developing and mastering mental and oral maths in the classroom. This visual aid can be used with 
the whole class, with all age groups from junior to senior classes to teach basic to more complex operations.  
 
Additional option: You can divide one side of the counting stick into 10 equal parts, and divide the other 
side divided into 12 equal parts with quarterly divisions also evident.   
 
Sticks can be made easily using metre cut wood. You can use a broom handle or something similar like 
plastic piping.  The lagging plumbers use for pipes also works well as you can pin numbers onto it easily. 
Segment the metre into ten equal parts using paint or coloured tape.   
 
The teacher can use the counting stick for all kinds of oral counting activities. Hold the counting stick and 
always begin on the right hand of the stick so that this is the left from pupils point of views!  
 

 
 
Counting Stick divided into 10 equal parts 
 
Suggested activities for using the counting stick: 

 Varied increments: At the beginning, until pupils are more familiar with the counting stick begin with 
zero, but the start of the stick can represent any number you want to count from, e.g. zero, 50, 100 etc. 

o The value of each step on the number stick can be one 

 Point to one end of the stick and name it with a number, e.g. 5. Move a finger along the stick, a 
division at a time, with pupils counting to 15.  
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 Name one end of the stick zero and count in twos forward and when confident backwards. Do the same 
with counting in 4’s and 8’s (have common multiples, even numbers etc.). Do likewise with counting 
in 3’s, 6’s and 9’s.  

 Repeat for counting in fives and tens along the stick. 

 Count in patterns such as 3, 8, 13, 18, 23, 28... and ask the children what they notice. 

 Start counting forwards and partway through stop and count back one division before counting 
forward.  

 Discuss statements such as ‘If this is 30 and we are counting in twos, what number is this, and this, 
and this…’ as you point to different parts of the counting stick. 

 Skip count, Count forwards and backwards using patterns of 7, 8 and 9 starting from zero.  

 Vary the increments: The increments could be in 5’s, 7’s, 11’s etc.  

 Place multiples of 7/ 8/ 9 (or other multiples) along the stick using digit cards. You can name the start 
of the stick zero and the end 70. Point to the first division and elicit from pupils what it is… how do 
they know? Point to the fifth division and ask what it is… how do they know? Count through the check 
answers. Repeat for other divisions. 

 Do the above activity for zero to 60, zero to 90 etc. On a zero to 70 stick, estimate where 10, 20, 50 
will be. On a zero stick to 90 estimate where 10, 30, 60 will be 

 Count in 10’s or 100’s. The stick could represent 0-100 (counting in 10’s), 0-50 (counting in 5’s), 0-
20 (counting in 2’s)  

 Use the stick to count in hundreds: The stick can represent the values zero to one thousand—zero at 
the start and 1,000 at the end. Point to random divisions and ask what number would go there. E.g. 
200s, 300s and 400s. Encourage pupils to use knowledge of multiplication tables to develop an 
understanding of multiples of 200, 300, 400 etc. Extend this activity to division by eliciting how many 
200s are there in 1000. 

 When the children are confident with activities such as the above naming the divisions marked on the 
counting stick, you can use the in-between points to extend understanding. E.g. If the counting stick 
is being used for the 6 times tables, where would 3, 50 or 70 be? 

 Count in thousands. Name one end of the stick zero and the other end 10000. Ask ‘Where will 2500 
be?’ Point to divisions; ask ‘what number goes here?’ Ask them to estimate the position of other 
numbers. Where might 4000, 3500, 9500 etc. be on the stick? Try zero to 1000 000 and zero to 100 
000. 

 Practice counting forwards and when confident count backwards with above activities 

 Use the stick as 0-30 and ask where 10, 15, 25 would be, Use the stick as 0-50 and ask where 20, 30, 
45 would be 

 Discuss number sequences: Teacher points to the centre of the stick and ask questions such as: If this 

is 40, what are the numbers either side of these numbers? What is the number at the beginning of the 

stick? What is the number at the end of the stick? What else could they be? Provided they can justify 

their answers children can specify any value for the numbers. Therefore with the number 40 in the 

middle, the numbers either side could be 39 and 41 and with ends of 35 and 45.  Likewise, the 

numbers either side could be 38 and 42 with ends of 30 and 50 (counting in 2’s). The numbers either 
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side could be 32 and 48 with ends 0 and 80 etc. (counting in 8’s). The numbers either side could have 

several other values.  

          
 
 
35      39             40                41                                                       45 
 
 

          
 
 
    30                                38            40                42                                                        50 
 
 

          
 
 
    0                 8               32            40                48                                                         80 

 

 Negative numbers  

 Name the start of the counting stick minus 10 and the other end 10. Elicit from pupils where zero will 
be and that each division is two, count from –10 to 10. Point to various divisions and halfway between 
divisions determining what number goes there.  

 

 Name one end of the stick minus 20 and the other end 20. As above elicit from pupils where zero will 
be. Establish that each division this time is four counts from –20 to 20. Point to various divisions and 
halfway between divisions determining what number goes there.  This activity can be carried out with 
different start and end numbers.  

 

 Name one end of the stick –21 and the other end 9. Elicit from pupils where zero would be and invite 
them to explain their answer.  Check. Count forwards and backwards. Carry out this activity with 
different start and end numbers  

 
 

 Fractions:  

 

          
 

    0          ¼                 ½             ¾  

 

 You can count in ½ ‘s, ¼ ‘s, eights, fifths. See more activities on fractions using the counting stick 
divided into 4 equal parts and 12 equal parts.  
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 Focus also on tenths. Name one end of the stick zero and the other end one. Identify each division as 
a tenth. Count in tenths from zero to one. Identify five-tenths as one half. For example, name one end 
of the stick five and the other end six, count in tenths, identify four and five-tenths as four and a half. 

 Practice above activity changing the start and end numbers of the counting stick. Link into decimal 
activities 

 Practice twentieths by revisiting tenths. Name the start of the stick zero and the end number 1.  Point 
to halfway to the first division. Elicit from the pupils that this is a twentieth and discuss. Practice 
counting in twentieths using the counting stick and different start and end numbers. Discuss 
equivalent fractions for 1/10, 1/5 and ¼.  

 If you make a second stick, you can hold sticks side by side to show equivalence. E.g. 2/6 will be 
seen as been equal to 1/3. You can also use this idea to compare two different fractions, e.g. 4/5 will 
be greater than 2/3  

 
 
 
 
 

 Decimals:  
 

          
 

    0          0.1               0.2                          ?                                     1 
 

 The teacher could say that one end of the Counting Stick is 0 and the other end is 1 and ask the pupils 
to count in decimals; so pupils would call out 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 etc. Name one end of the stick 4 and the 
other end 5 and count in tenths or using decimals. Name the stick 0-10 and point to various midpoints 
between divisions to generate decimal numbers. 
 

 Count forwards and backwards. 
 

 Point to random divisions and ask for the numbers.  
 

 Teacher points to positions between divisions to generate decimal numbers such as 0.25, 0.75 etc.  
 

 Name the start of the counting stick 1 and the end 2. Elicit from pupils what the first division will be. 
Check answers and discuss. Determine what decimal the middle position would represent. Practice 
counting forwards and backwards in steps of 0.2.  

 
 Repeat the activity above renaming the counting stick as zero to 4 and count in steps of 0.4. Repeat 

with counting stick ranging from zero to 8 and count in steps of 0.8 .  
 

 Count in steps of 0.01. Elicit from pupils what the starting and end numbers could be.  
 
 
 

 Percentages: Name one start of the counting stick 0% and the other end 100%. Count in 10% intervals.  
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 Showing equivalence of fractions, decimals (and %):  
 Ask pupils to give all three possible values to a particular position on the counting stick, e.g. 0.4, 4/10 

(2/5), 40% 
 Elicit equivalent fractions for 10%, 30%, 25% and 75% etc.  

 Repeat for percentages and decimals e.g. 25% - 0.25 

 Ask questions such as where is 8/10 (80%)(4/5) etc. of 40 on a counting stick number from zero to 40. 

Repeat with other percentages and fractions.  

 
 

 Practising addition facts: For example, if the teacher is teaching numbers that add up to ten, he/ she 
could tell the pupils that one end of the stick is 0 and that the other end is 10. The teacher can then 
place a finger at different points on the stick and ask the pupils what number that represents. If the 
teacher places his/her finger at the end of the sixth section and pupils would say that this represents 
the number 6. Then pointing at the stick, the teacher can ask what number added to 6 makes 10. All 
the different combinations of numbers that make ten can be shown in this way. Likewise adapt this to 
bigger numbers (20 +80=100…) 

 
 

 Time: Set a start time at the beginning of the stick and specify the time interval of each block. If the 
beginning of the stick is 9 o’clock, where is quarter past 10? Use digital time too. You could use a 
hoola hoop as a circular version of the counting stick which can be really useful for mental work on 
the clock and revising months/ seasons etc. It can also be used for work on angles! See more 
activities for time using counting stick divided into 12 equal parts. 

 
 

 
 Money: The stick could represent 0-€1 and therefore count in ten cents. Find where one cent, 25c, 

75c, 50c would be etc. One end of the stick could be €2 and the other end €4, estimate where 
different amounts would be etc. 

 
 

 
          

 
     0           10c             20c                    €1 
 
 
 
 

 Length: 

 The stick can represent 0-one metre, count in 10cm. Estimate where different amounts such as 15cm, 
55cm, 65cm would be.  

 Name one end of the stick zero and the other end one kilometre. Count on in intervals of 100m. Ask 
for random divisions. Ask where 250m, 750m will be. Estimate others. 

 

 
          

 
     0             10cm             20cm            1metre 
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 Weight: Hold the counting stick vertically to represent a spring balance. Name one end of the stick 

zero and the other end one Kg. Count on in intervals of 100g. Ask for random divisions. Ask where 

250g, 750g will be. Estimate others. How many grams is this?  

 

   1Kg (1000g) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                       

                  0g 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Capacity: Hold the counting stick upwards to represent a tall jug. 0 is the bottom of the stick, and 1L 
(1000ml) is the top of the stick. Count upwards in 100ml. Estimate where 250ml, 1/2L, 750ml would 
be etc. Find 1/10 of a litre, how many millilitres is this? How many millilitres to fill to the top? 
Where would 770 ml be etc.?   Change the start and ending numbers of the counting stick and 
practice as above. 
 
 

                        1Litre 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                       

        0 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Spring balance (weight) 

Measuring jug (capacity) 
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 Teaching Multiplication table facts: 

The example below describes teaching the x7 facts (not yet known or memorized by pupils). Use 
numbered ‘counting stick’ below for reference. 

0      7           14                    21            28                    35                    42                   49                   56                    63             70 

          

A                B                   C                         D                    E                      F                      G                    H                      I                       J                K 

 

1. The teacher holds up the counting stick and informs pupils they are going to have fun learning the x7 

tables. The teacher will ask the pupils a number of questions relating to the seven times tables.  

2. “What number do we always start with?” (teacher points to the start A) Pupils reply zero 

3. “If we are doing the x7 tables, what number comes next?” Teacher points to (B). Pupils answer 7 and 

teacher sticks a seven-card on the stick at point B with blu tack 

4. The teacher points to end of stick K. “Can you multiply it by 10 to find out what goes here?” Pupils 

reply 70 and teacher attaches number 70 

5. Pointing to C, Teacher asks pupils to double the number 7 

6. Pointing to F, teacher elicits from pupils that this is the middle of the stick and that he/ she loves this 

number etc. teacher elicits from the pupils what number would be at the middle F. Pupils answer 35 

7. Pointing to E, the teacher explains it is just below the number 35, what would it be? Pupils reply 28. 

Teacher requests explanations of how they get 28 … subtracting 7 etc.  

8. Pointing to C, the teacher explains that it is next in line to number 14, what would come next? Pupils 

reply 21. Teacher requests explanations of how they get 21 … adding 7 more etc.  

9. Teacher says that this number 21 is the key number, a very special number that we can use to find 

other numbers. Teacher asks pupils to double 21 and points to G. Pupils reply 42. The teacher asks 

pupils to then triple the key number 21 and points to (J). Pupils reply 63 and teacher labels the 

counting stick.  

10.  Let’s revise. Our key number was…? (pointing to D, pupils reply 21) Double that was…? (pointing 

to G, 42) now, how can we find what number goes here? (pointing to H, pupils suggest adding 7) 

11. Let’s look for more doubles. If double 1x7 is 2x7 and double 2x7 is 4x7 what is double 4x7. The 

teacher is looking for pupils to point out that 8x7 is double of 4x7. Determine where the answer 56 

goes (I). Pupils can subtract 7 from (J) or add 7 to (H) if wished to find (I).  

12. Once all numbers all complete, discuss and go through the steps again. Discus doubling and halving 

etc. Practice counting forwards and backwards. 

13. After practising a few times remove every second card and pupils practice without some numbered 

cards to refer to. Practice forwards and backwards etc.  
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 Practising multiplication facts:  

o Use the counting stick to count along in multiples of numbers, e.g. 3, 6, 9, 12… 

o Say the whole table as you move along the counting stick 1x3=3, 2x3=6… 

o Label an area of the counting stick with a key number, e.g. 27 and elicit from pupils the 

numbers before and after the marking 

o Practice using the multiplication facts CD 

 
 
 

 Counting Stick divided into 12 equal parts 
 
  Time:  

1. Months of the year: Begin at January and say the months through to December. 

2. Seasons: Identify the seasons and what months in each season etc. 

3. Special times of the year: Identify various times of the year, e.g. Children’s birthdays etc. 

4. 12-hour clock : 

a) Pupils can count from 1 o’clock to 12 o’clock, from midnight to midday, from midday to midnight. 

b) Identify when school starts, lunchtime, home time, bedtime etc. 

c) Point to random divisions for pupils to identify the hours 

d) Point to halfway between the hours for pupils to identify half past each hour 

5. 24-hour clock: 

a) Pupils can count from 1:00 to 24:00, from midnight to midday, from midday to midday. 

b) Identify when school starts, lunchtime, home time, bedtime etc. 

c) Point to random divisions for pupils to identify the hours 

d) Point to halfway between the hours for pupils to identify half past each hour. Discuss where ¼ to 

and ¼ past the hours would be.  

e) Estimate where other times would be on the counting stick 

  

Multiplication/ division table facts:  
These number facts can also be practised using the counting stick that is divided into 12 equal parts 
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 Counting Stick divided into 4 equal parts 
 

Quarters:  

1. Name one end of the stick zero and the other end 1. Name the divisions of one half, one quarter, 

three quarters. Count from zero to 1. 

2. Name the start of the counting stick zero and the other end 20. Pupils identify where half would be 

and what half of 20 is. Likewise, pupils identify ¼ and then ¾.  

3. Carry out with other numbers such as 0-4, 0-8, 0-12, 0-16 etc.   

 

 

Eights:  

1. Name one end of the stick zero and the other end 1. Name the divisions of one half, one quarter, 

three quarters. Then identify where 1/8 would be, 3/8’s, 5/8’sand 7/8’s. Count from0-1. 

2. Name the start of the counting stick zero and the other end 20. Pupils identify where half would be 

and what half of 20 is. Likewise, pupils identify ¼ and then ¾ and finally the eights.  

3. Carry out with other numbers such as 0-8, 0-16 etc.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


